
Yesterday’s Park

A project for the CD Blitz at UofSC

By Liam, Chris, and Thomas

A climate focused, university funded park which can double as 
an event space to raise money for relevant climate issues in 
SC.



The Problem

● Public parks in the city of Columbia are in a bit of a sorry state. While 

they’re nice facilities, they don’t really make proper use of botany local to 

South Carolina and therefore serve as more of an environmental footprint 

than space.

● The 5 points area in downtown Columbia is laden with unused buildings 

since the start of the pandemic. These abandoned storefronts are ugly, 

and simply make the downtown area harder to navigate.

● While it would be nice to solve climate issues with ideas alone, the 

unfortunate reality is that money talks, especially in these instances



Our Solution

● Yesterday’s Park will be a public space, similar to the horseshoe, that is 

owned and operated by the University at 2030 Devine St where 2 local 

businesses have shut down over the last 2 years

● The inclusion of a stage will allow the park to be used for various events; 

such as public speakers, concerts, and the like

● A vendors area is included to allow local businesses to cater events

● Outdoor event space will help with COVID related activities, as it allows 

for better airflow and less stale air



About the Park
● Here is an outline of what the park would look like
● All of the green space would feature local flora, such as
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

● All plants from SCWF’s Native Plant List 



Our solution In practice

● Monthly concerts could be held at Yesterday's Park in order to raise 

money for South Carolina’s climate issues (raising coastines, wildlife 

conservation, etc.)

● When events aren’t being held, the park would serve as just that-- a park, 

almost in the vein of a botanical garden where students and local 

residents alike could go to relax, enjoy nature, and shop around 5 points

● Since the university already has a shuttle to 5 points (and it is close 

enough to campus to walk), as well as there being multiple stops for the 

public bus in the area, restructuring parking would not be an issue

● An instagram page (https://www.instagram.com/yesterdayspark/) to 

announce events, volunteer opportunities, etc.

https://www.instagram.com/yesterdayspark/


Barriers to Entry

● Admittedly, this is not a small project in the slightest. Demolition of these 
two buildings alone would cost around ~$63000 (at $7/sqft, the highest 
estimate available). This isn’t even to mention the cost of then building the 
park

● That said, the value a park in downtown 5 points could bring not only in an 
ecological sense, but also in a mental and physical health sense would far 
outweigh the costs

● Additionally, tuition at UofSc is $33k for out of state and $12k for in state 
students

● Just the tuition of two students would cover the demolition costs 
completely with our liberal estimates

● With the correct allocation of University Funds, this park is entirely 
possible



Barriers to Continuation

● The main issue would be upkeep of the park

● Students in need of volunteer hours could come and clean in order to 

satisfy various program requirements (capstone fellows service hours, 

honors program service hours, sorority/fraternity philanthropy)

● The park could also be ran similar to the Honeycomb cafe, a restaurant 

which the hospitality students run as part of their studies

● Internships at this park would be prized as a job focused on sustainability 

and nature conservation at the intersection of the student’s area of study

● If many of these positions were student led and driven, upkeep would be 

something people WANT to do instead of something people HAVE to do



What Continued Success looks like

● Ideally, we’d like for Yesterday’s Park to not only become a successful 

event space for UofSC, but to inspire other schools to undertake similar 

initiatives in order to create more of these types of parks across the US

● These kind of park/botanical garden/event space hybrids are an 

interesting model, as they could pay for themselves with admittance fees 

to events to create a beautiful green space for its constituents

● In the short term though, creating this park would be a plus to not only 

help climate initiatives in South Carolina, but help create a greener city 

for Columbia Residents



Our information

● Liam Owen -- owenlb@email.sc.edu

● Thomas -- roznowst@email.sc.edu

● Chris -- lohoffgc@email.sc.edu

mailto:owenlb@email.sc.edu

